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Specially selected low protein Maris Otter® is malted to produce a
characterful and flavoursome malt. The principal ingredient in premium
cask and UK style ales, this malt provides a sweet, bready and rich flavour
to the beer that only Maris Otter® can.
This is one of our finest two-row winter barley ale malts that is produced
utilising one of the UK’s oldest brewing varieties. It meets the niche
requirements of a growing number of dedicated craft brewers who choose
Maris Otter® malt as the base of many of the great traditional British-style
beers they produce.
This malt is produced from the cream of the Maris Otter® crop, selecting
some of the lowest protein barley grown by farmers keen to support the
traditions of the variety. This then allows our master maltsters to produce
a very traditional low protein malt, which is packed with character and
flavour. It replicates the original style of Maris Otter® malts that our
maltsters would have produced 50 years ago when the variety was first
grown, harnessing purely the farmer’s skill and knowledge of his land.

TYPICAL ANALYSIS

IOB			EBC			ASBC

						

MOISTURE % MAX				4			4			4
EXTRACT DM (MIN)				310			82			82
COLOUR RANGE °EBC/°SRM			
4.0 - 6.0			
5.0 - 7.0			
2.0 - 3.0
TOTAL NITROGEN/PROTEIN % DM (MAX)		1.5			1.5			9.4
SNR/KI/ST RATIO					
36.0 - 42.0		
40.0 - 45.0		
40.0 - 45.0
DIASTATIC POWER °IOB/°WK/°L (MIN)		60			165			55
DETAILS										TASTING WHEEL

SUGGESTED USE:

Best Ale type beers

FLAVOUR PROFILE:

Imparts sweet, complex biscuit type notes to Best
Ale type beers

INCLUSION RATE:

Up to 100%

AVAILABLE PACKAGING:

1 tonne tote, 500kg tote, 25kg bags

Find this malt, and our full range of malts on our website at:
www.bairds-malt.co.uk
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